We present a new algorithm for solving an eigenvalue problem for a real symmetric matrix which is a rank-one modification of a diagonal matrix. The algorithm computes each eigenvalue and all components of the corresponding eigenvector with high relative accuracy in O(n) operations. The algorithm is based on a shift-and-invert approach. Only a single element of the inverse of the shifted matrix eventually needs to be computed with double the working precision. Each eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector can be computed separately, which makes the algorithm adaptable for parallel computing. Our results extend to Hermitian case.
Introduction and Preliminaries
In this paper we consider eigenvalue problem for a n × n real symmetric matrix A of the form
where
is diagonal matrix of order n,
is a vector and ρ = 0 is a scalar. Notice that A is a rank-one modification of a diagonal matrix. Subsequently, we shall refer to such matrices as "diagonalplus-rank-one" (DPR1) matrices. DPR1 matrices arise, for example, in solving symmetric real tridiagonal eigenvalue problems with the divide-and-conquer method [10] .
In this paper we present an algorithm which computes each eigenvalue and all components of the corresponding eigenvector with high relative accuracy in O(n) operations.
Let us make some assumptions about the matrix A. First, without loss of generality, we may assume that ρ > 0, otherwise we may consider the matrix A = −D − ρzz T .
Further, without loss of generality, we may assume that A is irreducible, that is, ζ i = 0, for all i and d i = d j , for all i = j, i, j = 1, . . . , n.
If ζ i = 0 for some i, then the diagonal element d i is an eigenvalue whose corresponding eigenvector is the i-th unit vector, and we can reduce the size of the problem by deleting the i-th row and column of the matrix, eventually obtaining a matrix for which all elements ζ j are nonzero.
is an eigenvalue of the matrix A: we can reduce the size of the problem by annihilating ζ j with a Givens rotation in the (i, j)-plane and proceeding as in the previous case. Also, by symmetric row and column pivoting, we can order elements of D such that
Finally, without loss of generality, we can also assume that ζ i > 0 for all i, which can be attained by pre-and post-multiplication of the matrix A with the matrix D s = diag(sign(ζ 1 ), · · · , sign(ζ n ), 1).
To summarize, we assume that A is ordered irreducible DPR1 matrix of the form (1) , where ρ > 0, elements of the diagonal matrix D satisfy (3), and ζ i > 0 for all i.
Let
be the eigenvalue decomposition of A. Here Λ = diag(λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n ) is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of A, and
is an orthonormal matrix whose columns are the corresponding eigenvectors.
The eigenvalue problem for a DPR1 matrix A can clearly be solved by any of the standard methods for the symmetric eigenvalue problem (see, for example [21, 20] ). However, due to the special structure of diagonal-plusrank-one matrices, we can use the following approach. The eigenvalues of A are the zeros of the secular equation (see, for example, [5] and [8, Section 8.5 .3]):
and the corresponding eigenvectors are given by
Diagonal elements of the matrix D, d i , are called poles of the function f . Notice that
Since ρ > 0, f is strictly increasing between poles implying the strict interlacing property
The approach given in (5) and (6) is conceptually simple and has been used to solve similar eigenvalue problems [2, 4, 5, 7] . However, maintaining orthogonality among the eigenvectors v i in (6) requires all of the eigenvalues λ i to be computed with high accuracy [10] . In other words, if the computed eigenvalues λ i are not accurate enough, then the computed eigenvectors v i may not be sufficiently orthogonal (see Example 3). The existing algorithms for DPR1 matrices [10, 5, 7] obtain orthogonal eigenvectors with the following procedure:
-compute the eigenvaluesλ i of A by solving (5); -construct a new matrixÃ
by solving an inverse problem with the prescribed eigenvaluesλ, and diagonal matrix D, that is, compute newz as
-compute the eigenvectors ofÃ by (6).
Since the formulas forζ i involve only multiplications, division and subtractions of exact quantities, each ζ i is computed with relative error of O(ε M ), where ε M denotes the machine precision. The machine precision ε M is defined as the smallest positive number such that in the floatingpoint arithmetic 1 + ε M = 1. In Matlab or FORTRAN REAL(8) arithmetic ε M = 2 −53 ≈ 1.1102 · 10 −16 , thus the floating-point numbers have approximately 16 significant decimal digits. The term "double the working precision" means that the computations are performed with numbers having approximately 32 significant decimal digits, or with the machine precision less than or equal to ε 2 M . Therefore,Ã in (8) satisfiesÃ = A + δA, where δA 2 = O(ǫ M ). Here · 2 denotes the spectral matrix norm. We conclude that the computed eigenvaluesλ i satisfy standard perturbation bounds like those from [8, Corollary 8.1.6] . Further, sinceλ i are the eigenvalues of the matrixÃ computed to higher relative accuracy, the eigenvectors computed by (6) are orthogonal to machine precision. For details see [10, 5, 7, 2] . This results in an algorithm which requires only O(n 2 ) computations and O(n) storage for eigenvalues and O(n) storage for each eigenvector. This algorithm is implemented in the LAPACK subroutine DLAED9 and its subroutines [1] .
Our algorithm uses a different approach and is forward stable, that is, it computes all eigenvalues and all individual components of the corresponding eigenvectors of a given arrowhead matrix of floating-point numbers to almost full accuracy, a feature which no other method has. The accuracy of the eigenvectors and their numerical orthogonality follows from the high relative accuracy of the computed eigenvalues.
Even though we use bisection to compute the zeros of the secular equation, our FORTRAN implementation of our algorithm is, for larger matrices (n = 4000), about four times slower than the optimal implementation of the LAPACK routine DLAED9 from the Intel Math Kernel Library [13] .
The algorithm is based on a shift-and-invert technique. Basically, an eigenvalue λ is computed from the largest or the smallest eigenvalue of the inverse of the matrix shifted to the pole d i which is nearest to λ, that is,
where ν is either largest or smallest (first or last) eigenvalue of the matrix
The inverses of DPR1 matrices are structured as follows (here × stands for non-zero element): the inverse of an irreducible DPR1 matrix with one pole equal to zero is a permuted arrowhead matrix [14] :
The corresponding formulas are given in (10), (11) and (12) . Inverse of a non-singular DPR1 matrix with d i = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, is again a DPR1 matrix. The corresponding formulas are given in Remark 1. Our algorithm is completely parallel, since the computation of one eigenvalue and its eigenvector is completely independent of the computation of other eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
The organization of the paper is the following. In Section 2, we describe the basic idea of our algorithm named dpr1eig (DPR1 EIGenvalues). In Section 3, we discuss the accuracy of the algorithm. In Section 4, we present the complete algorithm which uses double the working precision, if necessary. In Section 4.1, we discuss fast secular equation solvers, and in Section 4.2 we discuss three implementations of the double the working precision. In Section 4.3 we extend our results to the Hermitian case. In Section 5, we illustrate algorithm with few examples. The proofs are given in Appendix A.
The basic shift-and-invert algorithm
Let λ be an eigenvalue of A, let v be its eigenvector, and let x be the unnormalized version of v from (6) . Let d i be a pole which is closest to λ. Clearly, from (7) it follows that either λ = λ i or λ = λ i+1 . Let A i be the shifted matrix
Obviously, λ is an eigenvalue of A if and only if
is an eigenvalue of A i , and they share the same eigenvector. The inverse of A i is a permuted arrowhead matrix
In (12),f
whereD is the diagonal matrix D without d i andz is z without ζ i . The computation of the scalar b in (12) , is critical to how well we are able to compute a desired eigenvalue. The eigenvalues ν = 1/µ of a real symmetric arrowhead matrix A −1
i from (11) are the zeros of the secular equation (see, for example [19, 14] )
Once ν is computed, the normalized and unnormalized eigenvectors v and x are computed by applying (6) to the matrix A i , that is,
. . .
If λ is an eigenvalue of A which is closest to the pole d i , then µ is the eigenvalue of matrix A i which is closest to zero and
We say that ν is the largest absolute eigenvalue of A , it is sufficient to compute it with double the working precision (see Section 4) .
Further, if µ is not the eigenvalue of A i which is closest to zero, then
, and the quantity
tells us how far ν is from the largest absolute eigenvalue of A −1
i . If K ν ≫ 1, then standard perturbation theory does not guarantee that the eigenvalue µ will be computed with high relative accuracy. Remedies to this situation are described in Remark 3.
With this approach, the componentwise high relative accuracy of the eigenvectors computed by (14) follows from the high relative accuracy of the computed eigenvalues (see Theorem 3). Componentwise high relative accuracy of the computed normalized eigenvectors implies, in turn, their numerical orthogonality.
The described procedure is implemented in algorithm dpr1eig basic (Algorithm 1). The computation of the inverse of the shifted matrix, A −1 i , according to formulas (11) and (12), is implemented in Algorithm 2. Algorithm 3 computes the first or last zero of the secular equation (13) by bisection. Given eigenvalue λ, Algorithm 4 computes the corresponding eigenvector according to (6) , or, if called for the shifted matrix, according to (14) .
Accuracy of the algorithm
We now consider numerical properties of Algorithms 1, 2, 3, and 4. We assume the standard model of floating point arithmetic where subtraction is preformed with guard digit, such that [11, Section 2.2]
where a and b are floating-point numbers, ε M is machine precision, and we assume that neither underflow nor overflow occurs. In the statements of the theorems and their proofs, we shall use the standard first order approximations, that is, we neglect the terms of order O(ε 2 M ) or higher. We shall use the following notation:
Here
where E 1 and E 2 are diagonal matrices whose elements are bounded by ε M in absolute values.
% Determine the shift σ, the shift index i, and whether λ is on the left % or the right side of the nearest pole.
% Exterior eigenvalue (k = 1):
% Compute the leftmost or the rightmost eigenvalue of the arrowhead matrix A
% Compute the corresponding eigenvector according to (14) (11) and (12) . 
% Computes the eigenvector of a DPR1 matrix A = diag(D) + ρzz ′ % which corresponds to the eigenvalue λ by using (6) .
Further we define the quantities κ λ , κ µ and κ b as follows:
We also define the quantity
In the next few sections, we show that keeping K b modest allows us to compute b in (12) in a way that keeps κ b in (19) modest. Before that, we show that if we keep κ b modest, then it is always possible to compute highly accurate eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Connection between accuracy of λ and µ
be an eigenvalue of the matrix A, and let µ be the corresponding eigenvalue of the shifted matrix
be the computed eigenvalue. Theorem 1 shows the relations between the accuracy of λ in (17) and the accuracy of µ in (18).
Theorem 1. For λ and λ from (17) and µ and µ from (18) we have
Proofs of this theorem and subsequent theorems are given in Appendix A.
From Theorem 1 we see that the accuracy of λ depends on κ µ and the size of the quotient
Theorem 2 analyzes the quotient (22) with respect to the position of λ, the sign of µ, and the signs of the neighboring poles. Figure 1 illustrates the assumptions made in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold.
(ii) If λ is between two poles of the same sign and sign (d i ) = sign (µ) (see Figure 1 (ii)), then Figure 2 ). Notice that these cases are mutually exclusive, so there can be at most one eigenvalue for which the quotient (22) is not bounded by Theorem 2. If one of these cases occurs, the quotient (22) may still be small. The quotient (22) will clearly be large if, additionally, µ is such that λ is near zero. Then λ is computed as a difference of two close quantities and cancellation can occur. (22) is large, remedy is given in the following remark.
Remark 1. [Inverting the unshifted matrix]
If, in one of the above cases, the quotient (22) is large, then λ is also an eigenvalue of A nearest to zero, and we can accurately compute it from the inverse of A. Notice that the inverse is of an unreduced DPR1 matrix A = D + ρzz T , with all poles being non-zero, is a DPR1 matrix of the form
Eigenvalues of A −1 are the zeros of the corresponding secular equation (5) .
Since the absolutely largest eigenvalue of A −1 is computed accurately according to standard perturbation theory, and 1/|λ| = A −1 2 , λ is also computed with high relative accuracy. In computing matrix A −1 , eventually γ needs to be computed in higher precision. For more details see Remark 3. If the denominator in γ is computed as zero, the matrix A is numerically singular and we can set λ = 0. Notice that all components of the the corresponding eigenvector are still computed accurately.
Remark 2. [Additional accuracy in λ]
Notice that Algorithm 1 (and, consequently, Algorithm 5 below) can be easily modified to return both quantities, d i and µ such that λ = d i + µ. If none of the remedies from Remark 1 were needed, these two quantities give additional information about λ (that is, they give a more accurate representation of λ). An example is given in Example 2 in section 5.
We still need to bound the quantity κ µ from (21) . This quantity depends on the accuracy of f l(b). The bound for κ µ is given in Theorem 6.
Accuracy of the eigenvectors
Since the eigenvector is computed by (14) , its accuracy depends on the accuracy of µ as described by the following theorem: . . .
be the computed un-normalized eigenvector corresponding to µ and λ. Then
In other words, if κ µ is small, then all components of the unnormalized eigenvector x are computed to high relative accuracy. Since computing the vector norm and the scaling induces only a small relative error in each component, all components of the corresponding normalized eigenvector v are also computed to high relative accuracy. Componentwise high relative accuracy of the computed normalized eigenvectors implies, in turn, that they are mutually numerically orthogonal to the order O(nκ µ ε M ).
Since the accuracy of λ and x depends on the accuracy of µ (that is, the size of κ µ ), in the next three subsections, we discuss the accuracy of µ. Since µ is computed as the inverse of the eigenvalue of the matrix f l(A −1 i ), we first discuss the accuracy of that matrix. (11) and (12) for all (j, k) = (i, i) we have
Accuracy of the matrix
For the computed element
where K b is defined by (20) .
The above theorem states that all elements of the matrix A 
Accuracy of bisection
Let λ max be the absolutely largest eigenvalue of a symmetric arrowhead matrix A, an let λ max be the eigenvalue computed by bisection as implemented in Algorithm 3. The error bound from [19, §3.1] immediately implies that
Notice that the similar error bound holds for all eigenvalues which are of the same order of magnitude as |λ max |.
Accuracy of exterior eigenvalues of A

−1 i
The desired interior eigenvalue and, in some cases, also absolutely smaller exterior eigenvalue λ of A is computed by (9) , where ν is one of the exterior eigenvalues of the matrix A be defined by (11) and let ν be its eigenvalue such that
Let ν be the exact eigenvalue of the computed matrix A
Then
where K b is defined by (20).
Final error bounds
All previous error bounds are summarized as follows.
Theorem 6. Let λ be the computed eigenvalue of an unreduced DPR1 matrix A, let µ be computed eigenvalue of the matrix A i from (10), and let ν be the corresponding computed eigenvalue of the matrix A −1 i from (11) . If µ is the eigenvalue of A i closest to zero (or, equivalently, if (26) holds), then the error in the computed eigenvalue λ is given by (17) with
and the error in the computed un-normalized eigenvector x is given by Theorem 3 with
where |κ ν | is bounded by (28) and κ bis is defined by (25).
Since we are essentially using a shift-and-invert technique, we can guarantee high relative accuracy of the computed eigenvalue and high componentwise relative accuracy of the computed eigenvector if ν is such that |ν| = O( A
−1 i
2 ) and it is computed accurately. This is certainly fulfilled if the following conditions are met: The condition C1 implies that ν will be computed accurately according to the standard perturbation theory. The conditions C2 (i) or C2 (ii) imply that κ ν from (28) is small, which, together with C1, implies that ν is computed accurately.
If the condition C1 does not hold, that is, if K ν ≫ 1, remedies are given in Remark 2 above. If neither of the conditions C2 (i) and C2 (ii) holds, the remedy is to compute b with double the working precision as described in section 4. 
where u and γ are defined similarly as in Remark 1 (simply substitute D by D − σI), and the largest absolute eigenvalue is computed accurately. Similar to b in (12), γ may need to be computed in higher precision. 4 If no floating-point numbers σ lie between λ and the neighboring poles, σ and the corresponding DPR1 matrix must be computed in double the working precision.
Final algorithm
If neither of the conditions C2 (i) and C2 (ii) hold, in order to guarantee that λ will be computed with high relative accuracy, the element b from the matrix A −1 i needs to be computed in higher precision. The following 4 Determining whether γ needs to be computed in higher precision is done similarly as determining whether element b of A −1 i needs to be computed in higher precision, which is described in section 4. Further, Theorem 7 implies that it suffices to compute γ with double the working precision. (12) with double the working precision. 5
Theorem 7. Set
Notice that P, Q ≥ 0 and b = (P − Q)/ζ 2 i . Let P = f l(P ) and Q = f l(Q) be evaluated in standard precision, ε M . Assume that P = Q and any other summation method is guaranteed to achieve necessary accuracy without using double the working precision.
We summarize the above results in one complete algorithm, dpr1eig. The algorithm first checks the components of the vector z. If they are of the same order of magnitude, the eigenpair (λ, v) is computed by Algorithm 1. If that is not the case, the quantity K b is computed. If K b ≫ 1, the eigenpair (λ, v) is computed by Algorithm 1, but with evaluation of b with double the working precision. At the end, the quantity K ν is computed, and if K ν ≫ 1, one of the remedies from Remark 3 must be used.
Fast secular equation solvers
Instead of using bisection to compute zeros of secular equation (13) in Algorithm 3, we can use some fast zero finder with quadratic or even cubic convergence like those from [18, 3, 15] . Such zero finders compute zeros to (1/ε) )) iterations are needed to obtain an ε-accuracy [16] .
In particular, we tested the implementation of the cubically convergent zero finder by Borges and Gragg from [3, §3.3] , with the stopping criterion defined by [3, p. 15] . From [3, (21) ], it follows that the accuracy of the computed solution satisfies similar backward error bound as (25). This was indeed, true in all our tests. The number of iterations never exceeded 7.
Similarly, for the solution of the secular equation (5), which is needed in remedies according to Remarks 1 and 3, one can use the fast secular equation solver by Li [15] . This solver is implemented in the LAPACK routine DLAED4. The accuracy of the computed solution satisfied similar backward error bound as (25) and the number of iterations behaved as predicted.
Although the operation count of both fast zero finders is approximately half of the operations needed for bisection, we observed no speed-up in our Matlab implementation. This is due to the fact that the formulas of zero finders are more complex and have more memory references.
Implementation of the double the working precision
We tried three different implementations of the double the working precision:
• by converting all quantities in the formulas (12) or (23) to variable precision by Matlab [17] command sym with parameter 'f', and then performing the computations;
• by evaluating all parts of the formulas (12) or (23) using extended precision routines add2, sub2, mul2, and div2 from [6] ; and
• by converting all quantities in the formulas (12) or (23) from standard 64 bit double precision numbers, declared by REAL(8), to 128 quadruple precision numbers, declared by REAL(16), in Intel FOR-TRAN compiler ifort [12] , and then performing the computations.
Having to invoke higher precision clearly slows the computation down. In Matlab, when using variable precision sym command, the computation may be slowed down by a factor of three hundred or more for each eigenvalue that requires formulas (12) or (23) to be evaluated in higher precision. This makes use of sym prohibitive for higher dimensions. Using Matlab implementations of the extended precision routines by Dekker [6] , slows the computation down up to 8 times. The fastest implementation is the one in ifort which is only about three times slower. Thus, the algorithm benefits from a good implementation of higher precision.
Hermitian matrices
In this section we extend our results to Hermitian case. Let
is a real diagonal matrix of order n,
is a complex valued vector and ρ is a real scalar. Here z * denotes the conjugate transpose of z. As in Section 1, we assume that C is irreducible and ρ > 0. The eigenvalue decomposition of C is given by
where Λ = diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) ∈ R n×n is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, and U = u 1 u 2 · · · u n is an unitary matrix of the corresponding eigenvectors.
To apply Algorithm 5 to the matrix C we first transform C to real symmetric DPR1 matrix A by diagonal unitary similarity:
We now compute the k-th eigenpair (λ, v) of A by Algorithm 5, and set u = Φv. Since we guarantee high relative accuracy of the eigenvalue decomposition of A computed by Algorithm 5, we also guarantee high relative accuracy of the eigenvalue decomposition of C. Notice that, if double the working precision is needed to compute b in Algorithm 5, in order for the proof of Theorem 7 to hold, the moduli |ζ i | in (31) need to be computed in double the working precision, as well.
Similarly, for an irreducible real non-symmetric DPR1 matrix of the form
where sign(ζ i ) = sign(ζ i ), i = 1, . . . , n, we define the diagonal matrix
The matrix
where ζ i = ζ 1ζi is an irreducible DPR1 matrix. We now compute the k-th eigenpair (λ, v) of A by Algorithm 5. The eigenpair of G is then (λ, Ψv). Since we guarantee high relative accuracy of the eigenvalue decomposition of A, we also guarantee high relative accuracy of the eigenvalue decomposition of G. Notice that, if double the working precision is needed to compute b in Algorithm 5, the elements ζ i need to be computed in double the working precision, as well.
Numerical Examples
We illustrate out algorithm with four numerically demanding examples. Examples 1 and 2 illustrate Algorithm 1, Example 3 illustrates the use of double precision arithmetic, and Example 4 illustrates an application to higher dimension. The eigenvalues computed by Matlab [17] routine eig, LAPACK routine DLAED9, and Algorithm 5 and Mathematica [22] with 100 digits of precision (properly rounded to 16 decimal digits), are, respectively: 6 Notice that all computed eigenvalues are accurate according to standard perturbation theory. However, only the eigenvalues computed by Algorithm 5 satisfy the interlacing property. The eigenvalues computed by Mathematica with 100 digits of precision, properly rounded to 32 decimal digits are: If, as suggested in Remark 2, Algorithm 5 is modified to return d i and µ (both in standard precision), then for the eigenvalues λ 2 , λ 3 and λ 4 the corresponding pairs (d i , µ) give representations of those eigenvalues to 32 decimal digits. In our case, the exact values d i + µ properly rounded to 32 decimal digits are equal to the corresponding eigenvalues computed by Mathematica displayed above. The eigenvectors v 2 , v 3 and v 4 computed by Matlab span an invariant subspace of λ 2 , λ 3 and λ 4 , but their components are not accurate. Due to the accuracy of the computed eigenvalues, the eigenvectors computed by Algorithm 5 are componentwise accurate up to the machine precision (they coincide with the eigenvectors computed by Mathematica with 100 digits precision), and are therefore orthogonal. Interestingly, in this example the eigenvectors computed by DLAED9 are also componentwise accurate, but there is no underlying theory for such high accuracy.
Example 3. In this example (see [9] ) we can guarantee that all eigenvalues and eigenvectors will be computed with componentwise high relative accuracy only if b from (12) is for k ∈ {2, 3, 4} computed in double of the working precision. Let A = D + zz T , where
For k ∈ {2, 3, 4} the quantities κ ν from (28) are of order O(10 7 ), so the element b in each of the matrices needs to be computed in double of the working precision. For example, for k = 2, the element b = A The eigenvalues computed by Matlab, DLAED9, Algorithm 5 and Mathematica with 100 digits precision, respectively, are all highly relatively accurate -they differ in the last or last two digits. However, the eigenvectors For each β, we solved the eigenvalue problem with Algorithm 5 without using double the working precision, Algorithm 5, and DLAED9 from LAPACK. For β = 10 −3 , Algorithm 5 used double the working precision for computing 25 eigenvalues, and for β = 10 −8 and β = 10 −15 double the working precision was needed for all but the largest eigenvalue. As in [9, §6] , for each algorithm we computed orthogonality and residue measures,
respectively. Here V = v 1 v 2 · · · v n is the computed matrix of eigenvectors, and e i is the i-th column of the identity matrix. Let (λ (dpr1eig nd) , v (dpr1eig nd) ), (λ (dpr1eig) , v (dpr1eig) ), and (λ (dlaed9) , v (dlaed9) ), denote the eigenpairs computed by Algorithm 5 without using double the working precision, Algorithm 5, and DLAED9, respectively. Since we proved the componentwise accuracy of eigenvectors computed by Algorithm 5, we take those as the ones of reference. that all algorithms behave exactly as predicted by the theoretical analysis. All algorithms compute all eigenvalues to high relative accuracy because it is the same as normwise accuracy for this case. Algorithm 5 without use of double the working precision loses orthogonality as predicted by the respective condition numbers. The number of correct digits in the computed eigenvectors is approximately the same for Algorithm 5 without use of double the working precision and DLAED9, but there is no proof of such componentwise accuracy of the eigenvectors computed by DLAED9. When double the working precision is used, the eigenvectors computed by Algorithm 5 are fully orthogonal, as a consequence of their componentwise accuracy.
Here we used the inequalities |µ| ≤ The proof for the second case is analogous.
Proof of Theorem 3.
Let x and x be defined by (14) and (24), respectively. By using (18) , for x i we have
(1 + ε 1 ) = x i (1 + ε x i ) , and the first order approximation gives
For j = i, by using (18) , solving the equality
for ε x , using λ = µ + d i , and ignoring higher order terms, we have
Therefore, Finally, the theorem follows by inserting this into (32).
Proof of Theorem 4.
For the non-zero computed elements of the matrix A
